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WOMEN LAWYERS OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
Statement 

HON LINDA SAVAGE (East Metropolitan) [10.00 pm]: I want to talk tonight about Women Lawyers of 
Western Australia, an incorporated association, and mention a few milestones of the organisation and some of its 
members. After last night’s launch of Harry Phillips’ and David Black’s book Making a Difference—A Frontier 
of Firsts: Women in the Western Australian Parliament 1921–2012, I think there is some synergy with Women 
Lawyers of Western Australia, which also had a significant event recently; that is, it marked the occasion of its 
thirtieth anniversary. Just as the book launched last night records many significant women who have led the way 
in Parliament, Women Lawyers of Western Australia in its 30 years also can claim to have had some of the most 
important high-profile and influential women in this state involved in it.  

The organisation was set up in 1982 and, of course, there was some opposition and negativity, including from 
some women as well as some men. However, despite that, there are currently more than 250 members from all 
areas of legal practice, backgrounds and experiences. It includes most of the female judges and senior counsel in 
Western Australia. Since Women Lawyers of Western Australia was established in 1982, it has actively lobbied 
for and achieved a number of changes in the legal profession, such as the introduction of more flexible work 
practices, the inclusion of sexual harassment as a breach of the professional conduct rules, the introduction of 
consultation by the state government and the Chief Justice concerning the appointments of judges and senior 
counsel, and the introduction of a model briefing policy to promote equal opportunities in briefing practices. It 
has run a mentoring scheme and has undertaken research to ascertain why lawyers leave the profession. It has 
researched and commented on numerous issues concerning women, such as equal opportunity, domestic 
violence, prostitution and the trafficking of women. It is represented on subcommittees of the Law Society and 
has links with a number of organisations including the national Australian Women Lawyers association.  

Women Lawyers of Western Australia has had, as I said, some very notable members and previous office 
bearers, including Toni Kennedy who was the first female judge in Western Australia. She was also the second 
woman in WA to go to the bar and the first female Chief Judge of the District Court and first woman head of a 
jurisdiction in WA. Toni Kennedy has been involved with Women Lawyers since its inception. Other members 
have been Christine Wheeler, the first female to take silk and the first female Supreme Court judge and later 
founding member of the Court of Appeal; the late Carolyn Martin, who was the first female court registrar, the 
first female stipendiary magistrate and the first female Family Court judge; Anna Liscia, the first female head of 
the Legal Practice Board; Diana Bryant, the inaugural chief federal magistrate and the first woman to head a 
jurisdiction of a federal court; Ros Fogliani, who was the first female to head up a law enforcement agency in 
WA as a commonwealth Deputy Director of Public Prosecutions; Gillian Braddock, who was the first female 
member of the WA Bar Association; and Elizabeth Heenan, who has just been the inaugural recipient of the 
Australian Women Lawyers Award. They are just a few of the many women who have led the way in the legal 
profession, have been outspoken in support of other women and have all been, and continue to be, involved with 
Women Lawyers.  

Despite all that and the fact that there has been for a considerable amount of time greater numbers of female law 
graduates than male law graduates, the income of women in the legal profession remains not unlike that in other 
areas; that is, women are often less well paid. I would like to quote from a recent graduate careers report from 
the legal affairs section of The Australian of June 2011. It documented that it had found that male law graduates 
earned a median salary of $50 000, which was $2 600 more than their female counterparts earned. It found that 
across all fields the median starting salary for females was 96 per cent of male salaries, although, as I said, 
females made up well over 50 per cent of graduates. At the time, the Sex Discrimination Commissioner said 
it was disappointing that the gender pay gap had opened up again for law graduates after closing in the late 
1990s.  

A report in 2011 revealed the unacceptably high attrition rate for female lawyers. It again showed a picture of 
more women than men graduating and more being admitted to practice and practising up to around their mid-
thirties, with 10-year post admission and, yet, by 15 years, substantially fewer women remain in practice than 
men. It is an interesting statistic that perhaps reflects also that of the 40 to 50 silks regularly practising in WA, 
only two are women. The law as we know it in Australia has its genesis in the thirteenth century. Over the 
centuries, law has been dominated by men. Laws have been made by men. They have made the laws, repealed 
them, enforced them, advocated for them, interpreted them and sat in judgement on them. Not surprisingly, that 
is reflected and no doubt will be for considerably more time in not only some areas of law, but also in women’s 
positions in society. 
However, we have come a long way and I would like to talk about Edith Haynes, the first woman who 
completed a law degree in this state and tried to practise as a lawyer as an example. She was refused the right to 
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sit the final professional exam that would have allowed her to practise as a fully-fledged lawyer and what we 
would understand as being admitted to the bar. But Edith Haynes was very determined and appealed to the Full 
Court of the Supreme Court. The problem she faced was that although the law allowed any “person” with the 
appropriate qualifications to be admitted as a lawyer, the definition of a “person”, it was said, did not include a 
woman. In deciding the case against her, Mr Justice Burnside said  that “It is said here that the right of a woman 
to be admitted to practice should exist because the words in the statute are ‘every person’. That does not appear 
to me to be very forcible.” He went on to say that to allow women to become lawyers and, therefore, possibly 
judges, was a change of such importance that only the Parliament which, of course, consisted of only men, 
should amend that legislation and make it clear that a “person” could be a woman. No doubt Mr Justice Burnside 
made some excellent decisions, but it is this decision that I often refer to. It reflects what was largely the 
accepted dogma, which was so steeped in ignorance and prejudice. It is a reminder to all of us about how very 
much we are a product of our times. I hope that not just one particular thing I have done would ever be quoted 
quite so often as Justice Burnside. The Parliament moved on and eventually amended the law so that a “person” 
was also a woman.  

I did not study law in Western Australia so the organisation Women Lawyers of Western Australia was 
particularly important to me. When I joined that organisation, I became involved on its executive. It helped me 
feel part of the wider profession in this state and obviously gave me an opportunity to pursue interests and 
concerns that I had.  
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